1. Look at the picture/caption on page 966 to answer the following questions.
   [a] Who is the artist? _______________________________________________________
   [b] Where does the picture take place? _______________________________________
   [c] Describe the scene. ____________________________________________________
   [d] What does this picture demonstrate about life in the United States? ________
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2. How did the focus of the Cold War shift after 1954? __________________________

3. Define “peaceful coexistence.” ______________________________________________
4. Define “massive retaliation.” ________________________________________________

5. What was the purpose and/or membership of the following?
   [a] SEATO - ______________________________________________________________
   [b] CENTO - _____________________________________________________________
   [d] United States Information Agency - _______________________________________

6. What was the most significant success of the summit meetings? _________________

7. What caused both the USSR and the US to slow above ground nuclear testing? ___

8. What European nations staged revolts against Soviet rule in the 1950s? __________

9. Where was the focus of the battle against communism in the 1950s? ____________

10. In what nations did the US send aid? _________________________________________

11. What were the purposes [3] for Eisenhower’s economic strategies in the Third World? __________

12. Answer the following questions on US involvement in Latin America.
   [a] Why did the US support dictators in Latin American countries? _______________
   [b] Define “Yankeephobia.” _________________________________________________
   [c] When did Castro take control of Cuba? _____________________________________
   [d] How did the US respond to Cuba’s effort to be less dependent on the US? ______
   [e] What changes in Latin American policies were recommended at the end of Eisenhower’s administration? ________________________________

13. Answer the following questions about US involvement in the Suez crisis. [Use the map as well as the reading!]
   [a] Where is the Suez canal located? __________________________________________
   [b] Who took control of Egypt in 1954? _______________________________________
   [c] Why did the US cancel the Aswan Dam project? ______________________________
   [d] Why did Egypt nationalize the Suez Canal? _________________________________
   [e] Why didn’t Eisenhower join the international attempt to regain control of the canal? __________________________


15. What was the underlying cause for the Eisenhower Doctrine? _________________

16. Answer the following questions about the US early involvement in Vietnam.
   [a] Who led the Vietnamese fight for independence from France? _______________
   [b] When did the climactic battle at Dien Bien Phu take place? __________________
   [c] What were the terms of the Geneva Accords? ________________________________
   [d] Why did the US refuse to support Ho Chi Minh? _____________________________
   [e] What is this theory of the spread of communism called? _____________________
   [f] Who became the leader of South Vietnam? _________________________________
   [g] What were the weaknesses in Ngo Dinh Diem’s government? _________________
17. Define “military-industrial complex.”
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18. Look at the graph on page 973. What information does it provide on the US economy from 1940-1970?

19. What term does historian David Potter apply to Americans of the 1950s?

20. What evidence is there to support that term?

21. Look at the advertisement and graph on page 975 to answer these questions.
   [a] What make and model are being advertised?
   [b] What image is being projected?
   [c] In what year were car sales at their lowest? Why?
   [d] When do car sales peak?

22. Why did Eisenhower keep non-military expenditures under control?

23. How did Eisenhower justify the Highway Act of 1956?

24. How was the highway construction financed?

25. What government expenditures took place in the Far West?

26. What groups suffered due to large water projects in the west?

27. Why did labor leaders decide to cooperate with management?

28. In what areas did the unions focus their energies?

29. Define “real wages.”

30. What gains did workers make in the 1950s and 1960s?

31. How did use of the term “affluence” hide economic inequities?

32. List major religious leaders who became national celebrities in the 1950s.

33. What percent of the population identified themselves with one of the three major religious faiths in 1954?

34. What government expenditures took place in the Far West?

35. What evidence was there of the crusade against “atheistic communism?”

36. Define “military-industrial complex.”

37. In the book The Hidden Persuaders, what was the purpose of advertising?

38. What author focused on the social malaise of women?

39. What were comic books blamed for?

40. Why did Elvis Presley dismay adult society?

41. What movie portrayed the dangers of rock n’ roll?

42. What were the main criticisms of mass culture?

43. Why did television become a target?

44. Look at the advertisements on page 983. How do these describe middle class America of the 1950s?
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45. Why was the choice of Earl Warren as Chief Justice in 1953 important to the civil rights movement?

46. What did the Brown decision say?

47. What was larger implication of the Brown decision?
48. In what ways was the South of the 1950s changing? ____________________________

49. What happened to the urban areas of the West, Northeast and Midwest during the 1940s? ____________________________

50. Define “white flight.” ____________________________________________________________

51. What did the Southern Manifesto say? _____________________________________________

52. What traditional hate group reemerged in the 1950s? ______________________________

53. What happened to Emmett Till? _________________________________________________

54. Answer the following questions about the Montgomery bus boycott.
   [a] What organization did Rosa Parks belong to? ____________________________
   [b] Why was she arrested? _________________________________________________
   [c] What action did the black community of Montgomery take? _________________
   [d] Why did Montgomery change its segregationist policies on the buses? ________
   [e] What was Martin Luther King, Jr.’s approach to civil rights action? ___________
   [f] What civil rights organization was formed after the bus boycott? ______________

55. Why did civil rights legislation have trouble passing in Congress? __________________

56. What did the Civil Rights Act of 1957 do? ________________________________________

57. What was Eisenhower’s attitude toward race issues? ________________________________

58. What happened to the Republican Party in the elections of 1956 and 1958? __________

59. In what instance was Eisenhower forced to take a stand on race issues? ______________

60. What event triggered a tremendous increase in federal funding for education? ________

61. What did the termination policy do for Native Americans? _________________________

62. What happened to Indian land because of the termination and relocation policies? __

63. In what year did the urban population of Native Americans exceed the rural? ________

64. Why were Puerto Ricans unique immigrants? _________________________________

65. How many Mexicans entered the US under the bracero program? _________________

66. How did the government’s roundup of illegal immigrants stigmatize all people of Mexican descent? ____________________________

67. How did labor organizers attempt to help Mexican American communities? ________

68. Where did LULAC focus its efforts? _____________________________________________

69. Define redlining. ____________________________

70. How did the FHA aid in the decline of urban areas? _____________________________

71. What problems existed in trying to build public housing projects? __________________

72. Why did Eisenhower anger conservative Republicans? _____________________________

73. Who became Eisenhower’s most outspoken critic? ________________________________

74. How did Goldwater view Eisenhower’s domestic programs? ________________________

75. What youth group did the conservative Republicans create? ______________________

76. What complaint did liberals have with Eisenhower? ______________________________

77. What position did Kissinger’s Rockefeller Foundation report take? ________________

78. What did the Gaither Report advocate? _________________________________________

79. What did the termination policy do for Native Americans? _________________________

80. What event triggered a tremendous increase in federal funding for education? ________
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81. What was John Kennedy’s preparation to be president? __________________________

82. What three advantages did Kennedy have in 1960? ______________________________

83. How did Kennedy diffuse the issue of his religion? ______________________________

84. Who was the Republican candidate in 1960? __________________________________
85. Complete the following chart on Kennedy’s New Frontier proposals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Civil Rights</th>
<th>Social Programs</th>
<th>Greater Economic Growth</th>
<th>Cold War foreign policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

86. What was Kennedy’s margin of victory in the election? ____________________________________________________________

87. Why is Johnson given credit for the victory? ____________________________________________________________________

88. Explain this statement as applied to Kennedy: “Momentum and change, however, lay more often in rhetoric and style than action.”
   _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

89. What did the Peace Corps do? __________________________________________________________________________________

What was the purpose of the Alliance for Progress? __________________________________________________________________

90. Answer the following questions about the Bay of Pigs:
   [a] Who conceived the operation? ________________________________________________________________________________
   [b] What did the invaders assume would happen when they landed in Cuba? ______________________________________________
   [c] How did Kennedy react to the capture of the invaders? _____________________________________________________________
   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

91. Answer the following questions about Berlin.
   [a] Why did Khrushchev want to reunite Berlin? ____________________________________________________________________
   [b] How did East Germany react to Kennedy’s refusal? __________________________________________________________________

92. Answer the following questions about the Cuban missile crisis.
   [a] Why did the Soviets place missiles in Cuba? _____________________________________________________________________
   [b] How did the US find out? ______________________________________________________________________________________
   [c] What method did Kennedy use to prevent the installation of nuclear warheads in the missiles? _____________________________
   [d] What did Kennedy promise Khrushchev in order to get the missiles dismantled? ________________________________________
   [e] What method of communication was developed as a result of the Cuban missile crisis? ________________________________

93. Define “flexible response.” ___________________________________________________________________________________

94. Where was the policy of flexible response used? __________________________________________________________________

95. What happened to Ngo Dinh Diem? ______________________________________________________________________________

96. Why was Kennedy afraid to change Eisenhower’s fiscal policies? ___________________________________________________________________________

97. What method did Kennedy propose to promote economic growth? ___________________________________________________________________________

98. Answer the following questions about Kennedy’s commitment to civil rights.
   [a] Why didn’t Kennedy actively pursue a civil rights agenda? ___________________________________________________________
   [b] What accusation did FBI Director Hoover make about Martin Luther King, Jr.? __________________________________________
   [c] Define “sit-in.” _____________________________________________________________________________________________
   [d] Define “freedom rides.” _____________________________________________________________________________________
   [e] Describe the events in Birmingham in 1963. _____________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
   [f] Who was the originator of the idea of a march on Washington? __________________________________________________________________
   [g] What was the purpose of the march? ___________________________________________________________________________